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MPI is a de facto standard for message passing for high performance parallel, as well as, for 
distributed computing environment. The static and homogenous model of MPI is not 
compatible with the dynamic and heterogeneous Grid environment. There are not many 
implementations which offer message passing over Internet and Grids. P2P-MPI and A-JUMP 
are MPI implementations, which provide both point-to-point and collective data operations over 
Internet using Java. However, none of these MPI implementations are categorized as a secure 
message passing implementation. In these MPI implementations security is overlooked to avoid 
performance degradation. Security becomes a fundamental concern when considering message 
passing over Internet, and should be accordingly addressed. Moreover, access over Internet 
requires authorization/authentication of resources and users along with encryption of data. In 
this paper, we have proposed secure message passing over Internet and Grids using A-JUMP. 
This paper also presents performance analysis and comparison of the proposed model with P2P-
MPI and A-JUMP. 
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1. Introduction 

Programmers and researchers need an interoperable, synchronous and reliable working 
environment to develop high performance applications. It is difficult to run MPI enabled 
applications on Grids where availability of different type of resources keeps changing. 
Moreover, available MPI implementations are least concerned about the security of resources 
and user processes because it increases communication overheads for clusters. Therefore, it is 
still a challenge to provide a facility of secure message passing without losing the performance. 
For Grids, security is an essential component for message passing over Internet. Security 
components are an important part of the implementation of all Grid and peer-to-peer computing 
middleware to provide secure communication. Currently A-JUMP for interconnected clusters 
[16] and P2P-MPI [12] are available message passing frameworks that offer peer-to-peer 
message passing over Grids and Internet.  However, both A-JUMP and P2P-MPI have ignored 
message security. In this paper we have extended A-JUMP model over Internet [16] for secure 
message passing using the available security techniques. A-JUMP for interconnected clusters is 
preferred since it effectively utilizes wide-area inter-cluster networks [16]. A-JUMP [15] uses a 
novel communication model for message passing called High Performance Computing (HPC) 
bus that uses JMS for communication and message passing in an asynchronous manner. 

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 covers the literature overview of different 
security models of MPI and Grid, details of secure A-JUMP are presented in section 3, 
performance analysis is presented in section 4 and the concluding remarks and future directions 
are covered in section 5.  

2. Literature Review 

Since the security models for MPI are not many and proposed model is closer to Grid like, 
therefore, in research review GRID security models are also included. This section covers the 
literature review of existing MPI and Grid security models. 

The security of MPI is critical. MPI applications over Internet require an extensive range 
of security policies because of the open nature of Internet. A safe message passing of processes 
is a defined feature of MPI [17] but both MPI and MPI-2 do not address the security policies on 
the wide spectrum for distributed HPC applications. 

There is not enough work carried out for secured MPI, though, there are many 
implementations of MPI and MPI-2 available [18]. The general approach to improve security of 
MPI applications may allow application programmers themselves to include message 
confidentiality that reduces portability and flexibility. 

On the other hand, the MPI interface can be extended for APIs, like MPISec I/O [13]. 
MPISec I/O supports message passing with data confidentiality and programmers can manually 
set the required encryption rules. However, if a programmer does not set up encryption and 
decryption rules carefully in the code, it is possible that some data is stored without encryption 
or read without decryption. Furthermore, it is not compatible with non-secure MPI libraries that 
make preceding programs non-functional unless they are updated according to the extended 
libraries. 
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Security model for OGSA is based on GT-3 and web-services protocols [1]. The proposed 
security model shows improvements over previous GT-2 model. It is based on least privilege 
model. This model is not generalized enough and its implementation is Globus specific. On the 
other hand, the ASCI project ports Globus system from GSI to Kerberos [2]. GSS-API layer 
modifications provide interoperability between GSI & Kerberos. The solution lacks adaptability 
and reusability. 

Both [5] and [7] have attempted to map role based access techniques on Grid security. [5] 
focuses on information sharing and security risks. It is a theoretical model that lacks 
implementation and validation. dRBAC provides credential discovery, validation, delegation 
and management in distributed environment [7]. However, it has no provision to limit the 
transitive trust. PERMIS [8] is another model that is based on RBAC like [5] and [7]. It focuses 
on authorization only. Its practical implementation is available with generic APIs. 

Like [1], Grid security model based on OGSA [6] has mapped web services security 
models to Grid security. The proposed security model broadens the existing security techniques 
for web services. The implementation and validation of the model is not presented. [10] is based 
on Globus middleware and provides method level access with credential delegation. [9] is also 
specific to Globus middleware. The UCON model has been extended to provide usage control. 
It provides a generic architecture, active policy decision and dynamic authorization policy. 

[11] is based on Legion. It has focused on delegation of credentials and authorization. 
TRMS [3] is a trust model for Grids and trust-aware resource management system. It has 
reduced security overheads, thus, improving Grid performance. Unlike other security models, it 
uses a heuristic based algorithm. It is observed that all Grid security models assure infallible 
authorization and authentication mechanisms; however, they do not address the secure message 
passing. 

3. Secure A-JUMP 

A-JUMP model for interconnected clusters [16] requires addressing the security related to 
message passing in a comprehensive manner. Secure message communication requires 
confidentiality, integrity, authentication and non-repudiation. Through encryption, the 
confidentiality is achieved. The symmetric algorithm called AES is used to encrypt the data and 
RSA is used for message digest. Authorization and authentication is achieved using X509 
certificate. To achieve the integrity and non-repudiation PK-Grid-CA [14] certificate is used. 
All these features need to be integrated with A-JUMP. HPC bus of A-JUMP is based on 
ActiveMQ [4]. Since ActiveMQ does not provide message level encryption and decryption, 
therefore, Secure A-JUMP (SA-JUMP) layer is introduced in HPC bus over Active-MQ. 

 SA-AJUMP encompasses security needs of all participating entities. This includes users, 
applications, resources and resource owners. Security Format is based on X509 certificates and 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is preferred essentially for the 
reason that A-JUMP may run on Grid. The Message Security module of A-JUMP 
communicates with the SA-JUMP layer. It focuses on the following fundamental goals; 
protection of credentials, interoperability with local site security infrastructures and secure 
message passing along with user and host authentication and authorization. 
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3.1 SA-JUMP Architecture 

Layered Architecture of SA-JUMP for interconnected clusters is presented in Figure 1. 
SA-JUMP Layer consists of four modules. These are as follows: 
• Key Store Manager (KSM) 
• Message Encryption Manager (MEM)  
• Secure Resource Allocation (SRA) 
• Secure Process Resource Allocation (SPRA) 

 
Figure 1: Layered Architecture of SA-JUMP 

3.1.1 Key Store Manager (KSM) 

KSM is responsible for central key management. It is responsible for key validation. KSM 
maintains key store and its passphrase. Key store contains hosts and users keys. Both, the host 
and user keys are issued by trusted Certificate Authority. KSM also distributes and redistributes 
the key store if any key is added, revoked, expired, issued or reissued. In current 
implementation all users use the host key for authorization and authentication of resources. 

3.1.2 Message Encryption Manager (MEM) 

MEM does encryption and decryption using agreed keys. It is also responsible for session 
key exchange required for data encryption and decryption. It takes information directly from 
KSM. MEM uses mixed mode where user encrypts the data using his private key and then 
encrypts one more time by using host public key. 

3.1.3 Secure Resource Allocation (SRA) 

SRA ensures authentication for new resources to become a part of A-JUMP framework. 
Moreover, it ensures whether entity is authorized to use the resources or not according to the 
predefined security policies.  

3.1.4 Secure Process Resource Allocation (SPRA) 

SPRA uses APIs for secure send and secure receive. It utilizes session key for secure 
message communication. It creates and maintains a secure virtual cluster consisting of resources 
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required for secure communication over Internet. Detailed component level diagram is 
presented in Figure 2. 

3.2 SA-JUMP Workflow 

The main components of SA-JUMP layer are KSM, MEM, SRA, and SPRA. Each 
machine in cluster must run Code Migrator/Execution (CME) Adaptor to receive the incoming 
program files.  A machine may serve as a CME Adaptor, as well as, a client. 

 
Figure 2: Component Level Diagram of SA-JUMP 

Monitoring keeps track of the status of resources that are part of A-JUMP clusters. The 
status can either be free or busy. MR is responsible to send information to Monitoring in case a 
new resource is added, updated, and deleted. Also when the status changes from free to busy or 
vice versa MR sends the updates to Monitoring. 

To enable secure message passing SRA setups a pool of available resources for secure 
communication. SPRA gets this information from DRD and DRA of HPC bus. Key exchange 
between the resources is done by MEM using RSA at the same time. This is how a virtual 
cluster is created for secure message passing. SPRA includes ssend() and sreceive() APIs for 
sending and receiving secure messages. The calls ssend and sreceive exchange information with 
MEM to encrypt and decrypt the data.  

When a new resource is added to A-JUMP cluster it is assigned a unique rank by the MR. 
SRA requests for the host certificate, to authenticate resources, so they may become a part of A-
JUMP clusters. The key validation is done through KSM, which is responsible for key 
management. Once the new resource is registered, this information is propagated to the rest of 
the central components, which include DRD, DRA and SRA through Monitoring. 

Client needs to request for number of processes required to run the job. Before the job is 
submitted to the cluster/clusters, the user sends this request to the DRD/DRA for the given 
number of free processes. DRD/DRA seeks the information of available free resources from 
Monitoring. It searches the indexed free processes for sub-clustering. 

Once client receives the information about the required free resources, it submits the job to 
the specific machines identified by the DRD/DRA. These machines may reside on different 
clusters or on a single cluster. When CME Adaptors start execution of the submitted job, they 
inform MR about the change in the status from free to busy. At the same time MR also sends 
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the updates in the change of status to the Monitoring. As soon as the submitted job finishes, a 
request of change in status from busy to free is sent back to MR. CME Adaptors are also 
responsible to send results back to the client. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship and the 
information shared between the different components. It also describes the step by step flow of 
program running in parallel on different clusters. 

 
Figure 3: Workflow of Job Submission using SA-JUMP 

4. Performance Analysis 

The current enhancement presented in this paper affects the communication mechanism of 
A-JUMP, therefore, point-to-point communication performance measurement results using 
ping-pong latency test and network throughput measurement are included. 

The tests are repeated 1000 times for various message sizes between two different 
machines in two different clusters running on different Internet domains. Machines are 
randomly selected from different clusters. The encryption algorithms RSA and AES are used. 
RSA is used for key exchange, user authentication and authorization of resources. AES is used 
for data encryption and decryption. The results of SA-JUMP for secure message passing are 
compared with P2P-MPI and A-JUMP for interconnected clusters. 

4.1 Test Environment 

Results were collected on an environment that simulated globally interconnected clusters. 
The hardware resources included in conducting the tests were; 9 single core machines with 
3.2GHz single core CPUs, 1GB RAM and a Gigabit LAN interface; divided into two clusters. 
The clusters were connected with 1 Gbps bandwidth. The machines had Windows Server 2003 
(with SP2) and Windows XP (with SP3) running on them. The TCP window size was default on 
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all the machines in clusters. There was no optimization done at the level of OS, as well as, at the 
level of hardware. 

4.2 Communication Performance Measurement 

Ping-pong communication test presents latency results on unidirectional sending and 
receiving of secure messages. Figure 4 shows the comparison of ping-pong latency between 
P2P-MPI, A-JUMP and SA-JUMP. The results demonstrate that SA-JUMP has introduced some 
encryption and decryption overheads for message passing since it shows higher latencies as 
compared to A-JUMP for interconnected clusters. 

 
Figure 4: Ping Pong Latency Measurements of SA-JUMP 

SA-JUMP layer reduces the bandwidth consumption significantly as compared to A-
JUMP itself. The network throughput results in Figure 5 show that for message size of 8x103 
bytes, SA-JUMP has consumed network bandwidth that is 15% less than A-JUMP for 
interconnected clusters. This consumption further decreases up to 20% as data size increases up 
to 256x103 bytes. Thereafter, it remains constant. 

Both A-JUMP for interconnected clusters and SA-JUMP have performed better than P2P-
MPI up to the message size of 128x103 bytes. For message sizes larger than 128x103 bytes, P2P-
MPI performs better because the current implementation has inherited shortcoming of A-JUMP, 
which is not optimized to handle the communication for the large message sizes [15]. This 
limitation on A-JUMP is imposed by the ActiveMQ, which cannot send large object messages 
efficiently. 

5. Conclusion 

SA-JUMP is a feasible secure message passing solution when security and confidentiality 
of data is required. The secure message passing in A-JUMP for interconnected clusters is 
achieved through PKI infrastructure and X509 certificate. Secure A-JUMP (SA-JUMP) Layer 
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provides authorization, authentication, sending and receiving of secure messages over the 
network. 

 
Figure 5: Network Throughput Measurements of SA-JUMP 

Performance overheads are observed because the security layer is introduced to provide 
encryption and decryption. The performance results show that SA-JUMP has introduced 
considerable overheads in comparison with A-JUMP for interconnected clusters. Furthermore, 
SA-JUMP has performed better than P2P-MPI for smaller message sizes and become 
comparable for the message size of 128x103 bytes. The results are promising and can be 
improved for larger message sizes. 
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